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Abstract: An octopus arm with a flexible structure and no rigid skeleton shows a high degree of
freedom and flexibility. These excellent features are suitable for working in an environment having
fragile and unknown-shaped objects. Therefore, a soft robot arm resembling an octopus arm can be
useful as a harvesting machine without damaging crops in the agricultural field, as a rehabilitation
apparatus in the welfare field, as a safe surgery tool in the medical field, and so on. Unlike industrial
robots, to consider the applications of the soft robot arm, the instructions for it relating to a task
cannot in many cases be given as a numerical value, and the motion according to an operator’s sense
and intent is useful. This paper describes the design and feedback control of a soft master-slave
robot system. The system is configured with two soft rubber machines; one is a slave machine that is
the soft robot arm mimicking the muscle arrangement of the octopus arm by pneumatic artificial
muscles, and the other is a master machine that gives the target motion to the slave machine. Both are
configured with soft materials. The slave machine has an actuating part and a sensing part, it can
perform bending and torsional motions, and these motions are estimated by the sensing part with
threads that connect to wire encoders. The master machine is almost the same configuration, but it has
no actuating part. The slave machine is driven according to the deformation of the master machine.
We confirmed experimentally that the slave machine followed the master machine that was deformed
by an operator.
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1. Introduction

Recently, robots have been expected to play an active role in the agricultural, medical and welfare
fields. In these fields, the robots must work in an environment that has fragile and unknown-shaped
objects, such as the human body, organs, and natural products. Conventional high-rigidity robots,
which are mainly used in the industrial fields, are in many cases unsuitable for this in terms of safety
and shape adaptability. For this reason, soft robots that are capable of ensuring safety by mechanical
compliance are gathering attention as research subjects.

To realize the soft robots, soft actuators consisting of soft materials are remarkably essential
elements. They can ensure a high safety by their compliance and back-drivability without any
complicated compliance control.

Many kinds of soft actuators have been developed, and some of them have been applied to
robotic arms/hands as safe driving sources [1–5]. Among soft actuators, a McKibben artificial muscle is
one of the most famous and promising soft actuators; it is a simple structure, lightweight and with
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quite a high output force [6]. The research on the McKibben artificial muscles has been conducted
from various aspects. The modeling and controlling have been studied to clarify its characteristics
and to realize stable driving [7–10]. To make the artificial muscle smart and to improve the driving
characteristics, sensor functions have been embedded on the body of the artificial muscles [11–13].

In addition, many application mechanisms using the McKibben artificial muscles have been
developed. The power assist devices have been developed focusing on the advantages of high power
and flexibility [14–16]. Because of the similarity to biological muscles, the humanoid robots and the
walking robots have been realized [17–19]. As mentioned above, since the McKibben artificial muscle
was developed, many studies were conducted in the world. We consider that soft robot arms/hands
have a high potential to be applied as artificial muscles. They can have important advantages in
shaping adaptability and lightness of weight. Actually the robot arms/hands have been developed
using the artificial muscles [20–24], and we also proposed and realized a soft robot arm performing not
only bending motions but also torsional motions through artificial muscles [25].

On many occasions, in the agricultural, medical and welfare fields, the operator’s intent or sense
of how to drive the robot arm is more convenient than involving an accurate tip position or detail
quantitative posture information of the soft robot arm. The master-slave method is useful to drive
a robot based on the operator’s intent or sense [26–28].

In this paper, feedback control by the master-slave method was realized for the soft robot arm.
Both a master machine and a slave machine, which is the soft robot arm, are flexible structures
and have threads connecting with wire encoders to detect their motion. The threads are the same
arrangement in the slave and master machines, and the threads in the slave machine correspond to
the individual artificial muscles. Therefore, the master-slave control system was established without
complex modeling. Through the master-slave system, the bending, torsional, and combination motions
of the soft robot arm were controlled based on the operator’s intent.

2. Structure of the Soft Robot Arm

2.1. Thin McKibben Artificial Muscle

The McKibben artificial muscle is a well-known pneumatic soft actuator. The artificial muscle is
configured with an inner rubber tube working as a pneumatic chamber and an outer sleeve configured
with knitted fibers [6]. Therefore, compliance is high and similar to the actual muscle. Upon the
application of the pneumatic pressure to the rubber tube, the rubber tube is inflated; at the same time,
the fibers work like a pantograph mechanism with changing knitting angles; thus, the artificial muscle
contracts axially and expands radially like an actual muscle. Generally, the contractile output in the
axial direction is used as the actuator’s output, like a skeletal muscle.

The thin McKibben artificial muscles were used as the actuators of the soft robot arm. This artificial
muscle is 2.0 mm in diameter in its initial state and quite flexible, as shown in Figure 1; thus, it can be
deformed easily to be arbitrarily shaped without buckling. Figure 2a,b shows the initial and driving
states of the thin artificial muscle, and Figure 3 shows the correlation between the pneumatic pressure
and the contraction ratio in the axial direction. The maximum contraction ratio is approximately 23%
at a pneumatic pressure of 400 kPa.
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2.2. Soft Robot Arm Structure 

Although an actual octopus arm has a complicated structure, a simplified configuration of an 
octopus arm can be illustrated, as shown in Figure 4. It is primarily composed of the nerve cord and 
the muscles. The muscles are roughly divided into the longitudinal muscles (LMs), the oblique 
muscles (OMs), and the transverse muscles (TMs), arranged around the nerve code (NC) [2]. By 
driving the muscles independently or in combination, it is possible to perform contractions, 
extensions, bending and torsional motions. The LMs contribute mainly to the bending motion. The 
difference in lengths in the longitudinal direction is in part generated by driving some of the LMs, 
after which the octopus arm bends. When all LMs are driven with the same displacements, it 
contracts. The TMs contribute to the extension. By activating the TMs, the arm shrinks in the radial 
direction; then it extends in the longitudinal direction. The OMs are arranged spirally in clockwise 
and counterclockwise directions, which generates a torsional motion. Previously, we developed the 
soft robot arm with artificial muscles corresponding to the TMs, the LMs, and the OMs, and its motion 
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2.2. Soft Robot Arm Structure

Although an actual octopus arm has a complicated structure, a simplified configuration of
an octopus arm can be illustrated, as shown in Figure 4. It is primarily composed of the nerve cord and
the muscles. The muscles are roughly divided into the longitudinal muscles (LMs), the oblique muscles
(OMs), and the transverse muscles (TMs), arranged around the nerve code (NC) [2]. By driving the
muscles independently or in combination, it is possible to perform contractions, extensions, bending
and torsional motions. The LMs contribute mainly to the bending motion. The difference in lengths in
the longitudinal direction is in part generated by driving some of the LMs, after which the octopus
arm bends. When all LMs are driven with the same displacements, it contracts. The TMs contribute to
the extension. By activating the TMs, the arm shrinks in the radial direction; then it extends in the
longitudinal direction. The OMs are arranged spirally in clockwise and counterclockwise directions,
which generates a torsional motion. Previously, we developed the soft robot arm with artificial muscles
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corresponding to the TMs, the LMs, and the OMs, and its motion was demonstrated [25]. In this report,
focusing on the master-slave feedback control, a simplified version of the robot arm, with artificial
muscles mimicking the LMs and the OMs (which mainly contribute to the bending and torsional
motions), was fabricated to have a sensing part. Then, the master-slave feedback control system was
established. Figure 5a shows the components of the soft robot arm. The robot arm consists mainly
of two parts, the actuation part and the sensing part. The actuation part is configured with artificial
muscles and a cylindrical rubber with a hollow, while the sensing part is configured with threads
and a cylindrical rubber without a hollow. The sensing part is inserted into the center hollow of the
actuation part, as shown in Figure 5b describing the cross-sectional view of the soft robot arm. Note that
the red and green colors in Figure 5 are distinguished by arrangement directions: the longitudinal
direction (red) or the oblique direction (green). The actuation part has artificial muscles, and the
sensing part has threads. The mechanism of the sensing part is described in detail in Section 3.

In the actuation part, three artificial muscles are arranged in the longitudinal direction, and two
artificial muscles are arranged in the oblique direction. The bending operation is performed by driving
the muscles in the longitudinal direction, while the torsional operation is performed by driving the
muscles in the oblique direction. The hollow cylindrical rubber was made of silicone rubber (KE-1603,
Hardness A 28; Shinetsu Silicone Co., Ltd.) and was fabricated through the molding process, as shown
in Figure 6a. Three hard resin molds and a metal core rod were used. The curved inner surface of the
molds has convex structures in the longitudinal and oblique directions. The molds were fabricated
with a milling machine. The metal core rod was put on the center for making the hollow, and three
molds were combined with pouring liquid-state rubber. Then, the liquid-state rubber, which is the
RTV (Room Temperature Vulcanizing) type, entered the elastic rubber state after 24 h. Figure 6b shows
the fabricated cylindrical rubber; concave channels were realized on the surface. The actuation part is
accomplished by attaching the artificial muscles in the channels. Figure 7 shows the fabricated soft
robot arm. The outer diameter and length of the actuation part are 17 mm and 180 mm, respectively.
The spiral angle in the clockwise and counterclockwise directions of the oblique artificial muscles
is 43.4◦.
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Figure 7. The fabricated soft robot arm.

Figure 8a,b shows the bending and torsional motions of the soft robot arm. As the fundamental
characteristics, the bending angle and torsional angle were measured by applying pneumatic pressure
to one artificial muscle up to 400 kPa for each 50 kPa. The bending angle was defined as shown in
Figure 8a, and the torsional motion was measured by attaching a black-white scale plate as shown in
Figure 8b [25]. Figure 9 shows the results. The maximum bending angle is 104◦, and the maximum
torsional angle is 112◦; below 200 kPa, the arm deformation was not observed because of the mechanical
rigidity of the arm structure.
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3. Master-Slave Control of the Soft Robot Arm

3.1. Configuration of the Sensing Part

To control the soft robot arm, which is a slave machine, the master-slave control system was
established. The master-slave control is a remote-control method in which the motion of the master
machine is given as the target motion of the slave machine instead of the numerical target value; thus,
the slave machine traces the master machine motion. This control is suitable for the soft robot arm
because the soft robot arm is expected to be applied in the medical, welfare, and agricultural fields.
In these fields, there are many occasions that an operator’s sense and intent become more important
than the numerical position and posture.

To estimate the soft robot arm motion, the sensing part was embedded into the actuation part,
as illustrated in Figure 5. This part is configured with five threads around the cylindrical rubber made
of the same silicone material as the hollow cylindrical rubber of the actuation part. To arrange the
threads, the cylindrical rubber has concave channels on its surface. It was fabricated by a molding
process with the molds having convex structures. The process is the same as the hollow cylindrical
rubber of the actuation part, apart from the mold size and the absence of a rod because of there being
no hollow in the cylindrical rubber of the sensing part, as shown in Figure 5a. The outer diameter
and the length of the sensing part are 9 mm and 180 mm, respectively. Three threads are arranged
into the longitudinal direction and correspond to the bending motion, and two threads are arranged
spirally to measure the torsional motion. The spiral angle is 11.3◦. This angle differs from that of the
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oblique artificial muscles. In cases of the same angle, namely 43.4◦, the threads cannot slide following
the torsional motion correctly, due to the friction between the threads and the cylindrical rubber.

Figure 10 shows the sensing principle of the robot arm motion. In this figure, the actuation part is
ignored, and the sensing part is depicted. Figure 10a illustrates the configuration. One end of each
thread is connected to a wire of a wire encoder (DS-025; MUTOH Engineering Co., Ltd.), and the
other end is fixed on the tip of the cylindrical rubber. The wire encoders are put in a box. The wire
encoder consists of the wire and an encoder body consisting of a detector and a wire-draw-mechanism.
The detector measures the displacement of the wire. The wire-draw-mechanism draws the wire into
the encoder body; therefore, the wire is not loosened; however, this force is quite weak and does not
interfere with the motion of the soft robot arm. When the robot arm bends or twists, the wire is pulled
by the thread or drawn into the encoder body. To explain the basic sensing principle, Figure 10b,c
focuses on the bending motion and the torsional motion, respectively. When the soft robot arm bends,
as shown in Figure 10b, the wires connecting to the threads outside of the curved shape are pulled by
the threads, and the wire connecting to the thread inside of the curved shape is drawn into the encoder
body by the wire-draw-mechanism. When the torsional motion is realized, for example, it twists into
the clockwise direction, as shown in Figure 10c, and the wire connecting to the thread arranged in the
clockwise direction is pulled by the thread, while the wire connecting to the thread arranged in the
counterclockwise direction is drawn by the wire-draw-mechanism. Thus, the sensing part measures
the motion of the robot arm.

Because the sensing part consists of flexible threads and rubber material, it can be measured
without impairing flexibility.
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the thread arranged in the counterclockwise direction is drawn by the wire-draw-mechanism. Thus, 
the sensing part measures the motion of the robot arm. 

Because the sensing part consists of flexible threads and rubber material, it can be 
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Figure 10. Cont.
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Figure 10. Sensing principle of the soft robot arm motion by wire encoders: (a) Configuration of
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torsional motion.

3.2. Master-Slave Control

The master machine that is deformed by the operator has the same structure as the slave machine
without the artificial muscles. The thread arrangement of the master and slave machines is the same,
and each thread corresponds to each artificial muscle in the slave machine. Therefore, the feedback
system can be realized through a comparison with the encoder values of the master machine and the
slave machine without analytical models. A block diagram during the feedback control is shown
in Figure 11. Lmi, Om j, Lsi, and Os j (i = 1,2,3, j = 1,2) are displacements of threads measured by the
encoders that correspond to the longitudinal direction of the master machine, the oblique direction
of the master machine, the longitudinal direction of the slave machine, and the oblique direction of
the slave machine (see Figure 5b), respectively. The PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) controller
is used to calculate the electrical voltage, which is the input signal to the E/P (Electro-Pneumatic)
regulator. In addition, the offset electrical voltage is added to realize an offset pressure of 200 kPa for
each artificial muscle. Through the offset pressure, the antagonistic motion of the artificial muscles can
be achieved smoothly, and in addition this offset pressure reduces the influence of the dead pressure
zone mentioned in Section 2 (Figure 9).

The bending motion can be controlled by directly comparing Lmi with Lsi. Meanwhile, for the
torsional motion, the difference between Om1 and Om2 is used as the target value, and the difference
between Os1 and Os2 is used as the feedback value. This is because it was found, experimentally,
that depending on the bending motion the encoders’ value for detecting the torsional motion changed,
even in the constant torsional state. The reason for this is that the threads in the oblique direction are
wound with a small spiral angle to reduce the influence of the friction; however, due to this small angle
the threads are influenced by the bending motion. This additional encoder value from the bending
motion is generated on both threads in the clockwise direction and the counterclockwise direction.
Therefore, it can be canceled through the difference of two encoders.
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Figure 11. Block diagram of the master-slave control system.

Figure 12a,b shows how the feedback control is performed. In the initial state, the robot arm bends
slightly, as shown in Figure 12a, and this error comes from the manufacturing problem. This robot
was made of flexible materials, and artificial muscles and threads were attached manually. Therefore,
it is difficult to make the robot arm precisely. However, we consider that this shape error is small
enough for the soft robot. The motion of the slave machine, following the arbitrary motion of the
master machine, was confirmed, as shown in Figure 12b, which is an example of bending motion
control. A comparison of the encoder values of the master machine and the slave machine in the
bending operation is shown in Figure 13a. In this experiment, the operator bent the master machine
in one direction, and Lm1 and Ls1 are represented in this graph as examples. Figure 13b represents
the difference between Om1 and Om2, and the difference between Os1 and Os2, when the operator
twisted the master machine into the clockwise and counterclockwise directions. We confirmed that
the encoder values (displacements of the threads) of the slave machine followed those of the master
machine. However, the time delay between the master and slave mechanisms is observed. This is
mainly due to pneumatic flow characteristics that depend on pneumatic compressibility, the resistance
of piping and the effective cross-section of the E/P regulator.
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Figure 13. Comparison of encoder values between the master machine and the slave machine:
(a) Bending motion. (b) Torsional motion.

The bending and torsional angles of the master machine and the slave machine were compared.
For the bending angle, a camera was set so that the bending motion of the machines is on one plane in
the image. For the torsional angle, the images were acquired from the right above. From these images,
the bending and torsional angles of the master machine and the slave machine were measured based
on the definition as shown in Figure 8 through image analysis software (WinROOF, Mitani Corp.).
Figure 14a,b shows the results of the bending motion and the torsional motion, respectively. In the
experiments, four bending states and torsional states with different angles were compared. It is found
that the bending and torsional angles of the master and slave machines were similar. The maximum
error is about 10◦ at the bending angle and about 25◦ at the torsional angle. The curvature and torsional
amounts of the master machine, which are deformed manually by the operator, are not uniform;
they differ in part. Contrary to this, the uniformness of the deformation of the slave machine is high
through its whole body because it is driven by artificial muscles. Therefore, the errors occurred even
when the feedback control was performed. However, generally soft manipulators are not required
to realize a high accuracy control; these errors can be considered as being at the acceptable level for
many applications.

A composite motion control of the bending and torsion was performed. Figure 15 shows the
results, in this graph, Lm1, Ls1, the difference between Om1 and Om2, and the difference between
Os1 and Os2 are represented as examples. In this experiment, the torsion was first performed in the
vicinity of 4 s and the bending was applied in the vicinity of 6 s. After that, the bending was returned
at around 10 s, and then the torsion was returned at 13 s. The encoder values of the slave machine
followed those of the master machine correctly, and the motion of the slave machine followed the
motion of the master machine actually. Such combining motions are difficult to evaluate at present
through the image analysis, because for the complex motion the operator grasps the master machine,
and the machine hides from the image partially through the operator’s hand. However, the results of
Figures 13–15 indicate that for the combination motion the soft robot arm moves following the master
machine motion.
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4. Conclusions

Robot arms made of soft materials are superior to conventional rigid robots in terms of safety and
are expected to be useful in the agricultural, medical, and welfare fields. We developed the soft robot
arm using thin McKibben artificial muscles. This robot arm can perform the bending motion and the
torsional motion by mimicking the octopus arm structure. We consider that the control based on the
operator’s intent is effective for the soft robot arm. Therefore, in this paper, the master-slave control
system, using the wire encoders, was proposed and established. Both the master machine and the
slave machine have no rigid material; they have only threads in their bodies for sensing.
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The established system worked successfully; the motion of the slave machine followed the
deformation of the master machine based on the operator’s intent.

This paper focused on the validity of the proposed method; therefore, the master and slave
machines were designed to have the same size and configuration for simplification. For practical usage,
a soft robot arm will be designed optimally for its application. Even in such a case, the control method
proposed in this paper will be applied with ease because of its simplicity.
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